Abstract. 

Purpose: determination of objective and subjective characteristics of students’ with different properties of nervous system fear of heights. Material: In the research 10 students of 18-19 years old age, who did not practice sports, participated. The students fulfilled one exercises: passing suspended ferriage in hiking. This exercise gives subjective perception of height and creates artificial conditions for appearing of fear. He exercise was fulfilled under all required safety measures and supervised by experienced instructor. Cluster and discriminant analysis were used. Results: we have shown that is possible to divide people into groups by indicators of functional changes in extreme situation in combination with indicators of psycho-physiological potentials and properties of nervous system. We have found that the most significant indicators for distribution of students into groups by individual typological properties are speed and accuracy of passing of psycho-physiological tests with different modes of signals’ supply as well as functional changes before exercise of extreme character. Conclusions: It was determined that students with strong type of nervous system had confidently less heart beats rate before fulfillment of extreme exercise than the students with weak type of nervous system. Subjective feeling of fear before fulfillment of extreme exercise was also confidently less in representatives of strong type of nervous system.
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Introduction

Modern world often require from person to act effectively in extreme situation [21; 24; 28; 30; 33; 34]. Yu.V. Scherbatykch [21] points at the fact that one of main obstacles for taking correct decisions and realization of effective actions is fear. Fear is accompanied by panic. It blocks adequate perceiving of situation and taking correct decisions for its overcoming [21]. With it, one can assume that people with different types of supreme nervous’ functioning [9; 10; 11; 14; 15; 16; 17] respond to extreme situation differently. Understanding of peculiarities of extreme situations’ perceiving by people with different types of supreme nervous functioning response to sudden extreme situations will help to work out the methods of fear’s overcoming by people with different properties of nervous system. This problem is rather urgent for to-day’s youth, with students as the most numerous category [5; 6; 7; 8; 18; 19].

For solution of our tasks it was necessary to conduct researches with students’ fulfillment of motor functioning, which can be considered extreme by subjective perceiving. But actually, such kinds of functioning shall not threaten life and health of students. One of such kinds of motor functioning is passing of suspended ferriage over raving of 5 meters depth in hiking [4]. Nowadays technology of this exercise’s fulfillment envisages full safety for human life and health with active support of experienced instructor.

Thus, passing of suspended ferriage over raving is completely safe for human life and health. However, this exercise gives subjective perception of height and creates artificial conditions for fear’s appearing. In this connection this kind of motor functioning can be used for studying of the mentioned problem.

The urgency of the present research is also connected with need in revelation of individual peculiarities of extreme situations’ perceiving for creation of methods for fear’s overcoming by students of different psycho-physiological types [37; 38; 40; 41]. Students’ age is the most favorable period for development of ability to control emotions [25; 26; 29; 35; 36].

The problem of persons’ with different typological properties of supreme nervous functioning response to fear has nearly not been researched. That is why the chosen direction of our researches is actual and urgent.

The hypothesis of the research is an assumption that people with different types of supreme nervous functioning perceive extreme situations differently. It can reflect in different subjective and objective indicators.
Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods

The purpose of the research: is to determine objective and subjective characteristics of fear of heights’ manifestation in students with different properties of nervous systems.

Material and methods: determination of individual typological peculiarities was conducted in convenient for every student time individually with the help of analysis of psycho-physiological indicators (time of simple and complex response to light irritators) in different modes of signal supply. Tests were conducted by program “Psycho-diagnostic” [2; 12; 20]. We registered time and quantity of mistakes in tests for simple and complex responses, indicators of strength and mobility of nervous processes, nervous processes by tests “Complex visual-motor response to signal supply with forced rhythm”.

From physiological methods of research we used determination of heart beats rate (HBR) with the help of monitor of HBR continuous registration «Polar» before and after fulfillment of exercise for passing of suspended ferriage in hiking. With registration HBR before exercise students were in rest for 5-10 minutes for HBR stabilization. Then HBR was registered.

The received data (23 indicators) were processed by method of hierarchic cluster analysis and discriminant analysis with obtaining data for every separate case [3]. The received, as a result of multi-dimensional analysis, groups of students were compared between each other by all registered indicators. Besides, we conducted students’ questioning for registration of their subjective feelings of fear by non-linear scale of Borg [1; 27] before passing of suspended ferriage. In the research 10 students of 18-19 years old age, who did not practice sports, participated. All students fulfilled exercise “passing suspended ferriage” for the first time.

Results of the research

For determination of groups of students, who distinguish by individual typological features, different methods can be used [3]. For example, we can divide students into groups, having built Sigma scale by registered indicators. Then, it is necessary to choose the most significant indicator and divide students into groups by it. This method is suitable in case if there is present one the most significant indicators from all registered in research. In our case all registered indicators were significant for determination of students’ individual features. In this connection it is necessary to analyze all complex of indicators. For this purpose method of multi-dimensional analysis is used: factorial, cluster, discriminant [3]. As far as in our research main task is connected with students’ distribution into groups, we do not use factorial analysis. In our case the most informative for students’ distribution into groups by properties of nervous system is cluster analysis.

Cluster analysis permits to receive groups of the tested as a result of generalization of all tests’ results [3]. It conditions application of complex approach to revelation of individual features of the tested.

For substantiation of optimal quantity of clusters we used cluster coefficients, which reflect step-by-step process of students’ combining into clusters. It is considered that key step of combining of the tested in clusters is the step of beginning of non-linear increasing of clustering coefficients [3]. In our case it is step 7 (see table 1). Exactly on seventh step increasing of cluster coefficient sharply exceeds values of its increasing on previous steps. On the next stage, for determination of clusters’ optimal quantity it is necessary to deduct quantity of steps of smooth cluster coefficients’ increasing from quantity of the tested [3]. In our case from 10 tested we deduct 7 steps; we receive 3 clusters.

Then, in order of combining in clusters (see table 1) and by dendogram of cluster analysis (see fig.1) we can determine belonging of every tested to cluster. At first step tested number 3 and 5 combined. At second stem number 4 joined to them (see table 1, fig.1). At third step tested number 7 and 1- combined with this cluster. At forth step tested No.1 joined (see table 1, fig.1). At fifth step second cluster started to form: tested number 2 and 8 combined (see table 1 and fig.1). At sixth step combining inside first cluster continued; tested 7 combined with tested 1 (see table 1, fig.1).

The seventh step is rather special in process of students’ combining in clusters: just from it non-linear increase of cluster coefficients starts. In this case the tested, joining at this and at further steps significantly differ from the previous by integral assessment of indicators. At this step tested number 6 combined. That is why he can be related both to the first cluster and to the second. On the other hand, it can be specified into third cluster. More over, optimal quantity of clusters, according to start of non-linear cluster coefficients’ increase, is 3. On dendogram (fig.1) this tested is shown nearer to the first cluster.

At eighth step combining of second cluster continued: tested with conventional number 2 and 9 combined (see table 1, fig.1). At last step tested of two clusters combined. As we can see in table 1 and fig.1 conventional distance
(cluster coefficient) between integrated indicators of testing of these groups’ members dozens times exceed previous cluster coefficients. From it, it is followed that combined at the last stage tested belong to different clusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Cluster Combined 2 Clusters</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, cluster analysis of testing indicators of 10 tested resulted in the following: students are divided into 2 groups (see table 2, fig.1). The first group includes students under conventional numbers 3, 5, 4, 1, 7, 10 by degree of similarity of testing results (see table 2, fig.1); the second group includes students numbered 2, 8, 9 (see table 2, fig.1). Tested number 6 can form separate cluster, intermediate in respect to the first two ones. He can also be related both to the first and to the second clusters. According to dendogram he bends more to the first cluster (see fig.1).

Discriminant analysis permits to specify belonging of the tested to groups with producing of statistic for every case [3; 27]. With it, belonging of other tested to groups is unknown. In our research, when conducting discriminant analysis, we assumed that tested under numbers 3, 4 belonged to group 1 and tested 2 and 8 – to group 2. To group 1 we related tested number 6 as well (see table 3).

Discriminant analysis confirmed belonging of tested 3, 4, 2 and 8 to the mentioned groups. Besides, the tested whose belonging to groups was not shown, were distributed by discriminant analysis analogous to results of cluster analysis. Exclusion was tested number 6: as a result of discriminant analysis he was characterized as “wrongly classified case” and related to group 2 with probability of 0.583 (see table 3). This value of probability (close to 0.50) reflects little preponderance (by 0.083 conv.un.) in favor of second group.
Fig. 1. Dendogram of cluster analysis of students’ distribution into groups by heart beats rate (HBR) values in situation of fear of heights’ overcoming and by psycho-physiological indicators:

Num (by vertical axis) -= conventional number of the tested;
Horizontal upper scale – standardized “scale of distances” between testing indicators of the tested;
1, 2 – groups of the tested, formed as a result of cluster analysis.

Thus, cluster analysis resulted in students’ distribution in two groups. Belonging to cluster was specified with discriminant analysis.
Таблица 3

Students’ distribution into groups with discriminant analysis by heart beats rate (HBR) values in situation of fear of heights’ overcoming and by psycho-physiological indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case №</th>
<th>Actual Group</th>
<th>Highest Group</th>
<th>Predicted Group</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ungrouped</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,975</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ungrouped</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,635</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2**</td>
<td>0,583</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ungrouped</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,661</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ungrouped</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0,920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ungrouped</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ** - misclassifies case

For clarification of the question, which indicators influenced on formation of clusters most of all, we compared the received samples by all testing indicators with the help of non parametrical statistic’s methods [3] (in connection with relatively small samples). We found out confident differences between groups by HBR indicator before passing of suspended ferriage: in first group this indicator was $68.50\pm16$ b.p.m. $^{-1}$, in second – $86.50\pm5.45$ b.p.m. $^{-1}$ (p=0.039). Besides, confident differences were found between groups by psycho-physiological indicators. For example, time of complex visual-motor response in first group was $435.33\pm43.27$ m.sec.; in the second group – $559.00\pm31$. m.sec. (p=0.000). Also, quantity of mistakes in complex visual-motor response is less in first group, comparing with the second: $11.7\pm1.60$ in first group and $13.25\pm1.50$ in second (p=0.038).

We detected confident differences also in tests, which are specific for determination of nervous system’s properties: “complex visual-motor response with feedback, time” ($358.50\pm18.50$ m.sec. in first group and $439.50\pm65.74$ m.se. in second group, p=0.018); “complex visual-motor response with feedback, quantity of mistakes” $19.50\pm2.95$ in first group and $23.50\pm1.73$ in second, p=0.041); “complex visual-motor response with feedback, minimal time of signal exposure” ($320.00\pm30.33$ m.sec. in first group and $365.00\pm41.23$ m.sec. in second, p=0.040); “complex visual-motor response with forced rhythm of signal supply, time” ($404.50\pm16.55$ m.sec. in first group and $511.25\pm60.92$ m.sec. in second group, p=0.000). Besides, quantity of mistakes in complex visual motor response with forced rhythm of signal supply is confidently less in the first group than in the second at first, second, third and fifth stages (p=0.009-0.037).

It is known [14; 15; 16; 17], that in tests for complex visual-motor response with feedback and with forced rhythm if signal supply quantity of mistakes indirectly characterizes power of nervous processes, while time of reaching of signal’s minimal exposure in tests for complex visual-motor response with feedback – characterizes mobility of nervous processes. In our research quantity of mistakes and time of signal’s minimal exposure are confidently less in the first group. This fact permits to conclude that first group consists of students with greater power and mobility of nervous processes in comparison with the second group.
Basing on analysis of the received data, we named first group “and second – “participants with weak type of nervous system”. It should be noted that in the first group (i.e. participants with strong and moderate type of nervous system) HBR was confidently less before passing of suspended ferriage. It witnesses that they are less anxious in comparison with participants with weak type of nervous system.

Subjective feeling of fear was registered by Borg’s scale [1; 23; 31]. This scale was offered for registration of subjective feelings during fulfillment of physical work [23]. Numerous researches showed informative character of subjective feelings and their high interconnection with physiological processes [1; 13; 23; 31]. That is why we applied Borg’s scale for registration of students’ subjective feelings of fear before passing of suspended ferriage. In group of students with strong nervous system mean value of feeling of fear was 0.51±0.05 points (very-very weak, nearly not felt). In group of students with weak nervous system mean value of subjective feelings of fear was 4.06±1.08 points (p=0.000) (above middle). Thus, subjective feelings of fear were confidently higher in students with weak type of nervous system.

The received data of subjective feelings are comparable with heart beats rate values before fulfillment of exercise. Students with strong type of nervous system have confidently less HBR in comparison with representatives of weak nervous system’s type.

Discussion

Our research closely overlaps with conception of fear as one of human emotion, which results from extreme situation. In psychology [21] it is considered that fear is negatively painted basic emotion. It is called basic as far as it can not be divided into components, but, at the same time, it can be the basis for other emotions.

Fear is sometimes called emotional process. It is not only manifested, it causes organism’s reaction. Fear is transmitted to brain by neuro mediators. From there answer is supplied: which actions shall be undertaken in the situation [21].

Under influence of fear human organism starts to intensively excrete hormones. In skeletal muscles hormones facilitate emitting of energy. It happens for a person to be able either to defend against danger or to run away. It should also be noted that there are internal and external fear manifestations. External – is appearance of the person. Internal are physiological processes, which occur in organism [21].

Just, as a result of these processes fear is called negative emotion, because it influences on all organism. Besides, strong fear is considered to be toxic emotion, as far as it facilitates progressing of different diseases, including cancer, throat diseases, diabetes [21; 32; 39; 42]. That is why studying of individual features, manifesting in overcoming of extreme situations, is rather important task.

We conducted analysis of response to extreme situation of representatives with strong and weak types of nervous system. In this context is would be pertinently to conclude that definitions “strength” and “weakness” of nervous system are rather conventional at present. In opinion of modern researchers [15; 16], this indicator characterizes ability to perceive information per unit of time. Representatives of the so-called strong nervous system perceive less information per unit of time and that is why they are less sensitive to external and internal impacts. Hence, they are more resistant in respect to external and internal irritators. Representatives of the so called weak nervous system perceive more information per unit of time. They are more sensitive to external and internal irritators and get tired quicker. Thus, different people have different nervous system’s mechanisms of adaptation to life. These mechanisms are equal by significance from the point of view of evolution and survival.

However, as our research illustrated, preparation from action in unknown situation is different for representatives of different nervous system’s types. With the help of questioning we determined, that students with weaker strength and mobility of nervous processes spend more time to thinking over details of the fulfilled exercise; they try to clear up all difficult moments, maximally reduce to algorithms the process of complex exercise’s fulfillment. Students with strong type of nervous system are more bent to take decisions directly in the process of exercise’s fulfillment.

Thus, as a result of our researches we supplemented the data of G.V. Korobeynikov [14; 15], V.S. Lizogub [16], N.I. Makarenko [17] about presence of confident difference between representatives of strong and weak nervous system by psycho-physiological indicators.

It is purposeful to apply the received data when training specialists, whose work will be connected with danger for life as well as for physical education of students for their over coming fear in different life situations in the future.

Полученные данные целесообразно применять при подготовке специалистов, работа которых связана с риском для жизни. Further working out of methodic of individual psychological training for extreme situations is of great
practical significance. Such methodic shall envisage consideration of perceiving of extreme situation, specific features of life settings of people with different types of nervous system, understanding of different aspects of extreme situations’ overcoming, safety measures and general state of mood.

The conducted research also showed that for distribution of the tested in groups by properties of nervous system and responses to extreme situation the most adequate are methods of multi-dimensional analysis [3; 22; 27].

Conclusions:
1. We have shown that it is possible to divide people by indicators of functional changes in extreme situation together with psycho-physiological indicators and nervous system’s properties into groups with the help of multi-dimensional analysis.
2. We have conducted analysis of subjective perceiving of extreme situation and functional changes in such situations of people with different types of nervous system on example of passing of suspended ferriage in hiking. We found out that there are confident differences between participants with strong and weak types of nervous system by HBR indicator before fulfillment of exercise, analogous to extreme situation (people with strong type of nervous system have confidently less HBR indicators than people with weak nervous system). Subjective feelings of fear also are confidently less in representatives of strong nervous system.

The prospects of further researches imply working out of methodic of fear’s overcoming for people with different types of nervous system.
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